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What We’ll Look at Today…
Strategies, resources and ideas for:

• teaching students specific reading behaviours & strategies
• integrating phonological awareness activities into reading instruction

POPEY

co-planned this workshop's objectives
in consultation with SD 79’s POPEY District Partners

remembering the foundation…

Components of a
Comprehensive Literacy Program

Comprehensive Literacy Framework
Word Work

Concepts of Print
Phonological Awareness
Letter Knowledge & Sounds
High Frequency Words
Vocabulary
Spelling & Word Study

Reading

Writing

Active Read Aloud

Modelled Writing

Shared Reading

Shared/Interactive Writing

Guided Reading

Guided Writing

Independent Reading

Independent Writing
Oral Language

Adapted From - Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog & The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell

Why is a Comprehensive Approach to Literacy Instruction Important?
Students develop:
✓an

appreciation for literacy through exposure to various forms, methods
and genres

✓awareness

and enjoyment of language

✓growth

as readers, writers & thinkers in a supported environment leading to independence

✓language

skills and vocabulary leading to an ever-increasing core of
skills and words

continued…

Why is a Comprehensive Approach to Literacy Instruction Important?
Students develop:
✓a

variety of reading, writing and word solving skills

✓ various

thinking processes - through the development of oral
language skills

✓ ability

to make connections to prior knowledge, texts & the world
around them

✓ skills

to communicate ideas, thoughts, feelings & experiences

…continued

Gradual Release of Responsibility: Scaffolded Support
You do, I watch

You do, I help

You do it together

I do, you help

I do, you watch

"If children are not spending a significant portion
of their day engaged in texts that allow them to
practice the strategies we are modelling, then we
cannot possibly expect them to take on these
strategies and use them independently."

From - Catching Readers Before They Fall - Johnson & Keier

Think About Yourself as a Reader
You probably:

choose what you want to read
✦ read for a variety of purposes
✦ have opportunities to read for long periods of time
✦ respond through reflection, conversation, and collaboration
✦ sometimes share your thinking and insights with others
✦

think about how you can provide your
students with these same opportunities...

From - Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller

BC's Curriculum -

Observe & Notice What Students
Know, Understand & Can Do

retelling
predicting
fluent reading

use of pictures, patterns,
memory & prior knowledge
making meaning & connections

recognizing familiar words

vocabulary to talk about texts

structure & elements of story

recognition of text structures
& features

Adapted from - BC Curriculum - ELA Curriculum

Scaffolded Support for Reading
Independent Reading

Reading BY Children

Guided Reading

Reading WITH Children

Literacy Centres
Book Clubs

Reading Together

Shared Reading

Reading WITH Children

Active Read Aloud

Reading TO Children

Comprehensive Reading - Activities & Levels of Support

Active Read Aloud

Activities & Purpose

Support

Teacher:
‣ selects and reads book or other text
‣ models fluent and expressive reading
‣ models characteristics of what good readers do
‣ guides active conversation through strategically planned

questions - based on class & student goals
Students:
‣ build listening and oral language skills
‣ have access to more advanced concepts or
‣ see and hear effective reading strategies

Full Support

Teacher:
‣ provides full support
‣ plans & guides active

conversation
Students:
‣ respond to

vocabulary

Purpose:
‣ reading for enjoyment
‣ reading for a purpose
‣ creates a community of readers
‣ demonstrates characteristics of good readers
‣ increases vocabulary
‣ promotes oral language development
‣ known texts can become basis for a variety of

text: pictures,
meaning, language and teacher
questions

other

activities
Teacher:
‣ introduces

Shared Reading

and reads a large-print text or a
text where all students have a copy
‣ models reading process
Students:
‣ join in the reading,

in unison, during refrains or
after multiple readings

Purpose:
‣ demonstration of strategies
‣ develop sense of story
‣ support from the group
‣ opportunities to participate and

show
characteristics of a good reader
‣ builds repertoire of familiar texts

Moderate to Full Support

Teacher:
‣ supports

problem-solving and
conversation

Students:
‣ participate

in group reading,
problem solving and
conversations
‣ support one another

Comprehensive Reading - Activities & Levels of Support

Activities & Purpose

Moderate Support

Guided Reading

Teacher:
‣ selects and

introduces new texts at the students’
instructional levels
‣ provides support and introduces new strategies to improve
reading
‣ observes students as they read new text
Students:
‣ read the entire text by themselves
‣ practice new skills and strategies

Teacher:
‣ prompting,

instruction or
reinforcement of strategies
and skills - as needed

Students:
‣ problem-solve

texts as
independently as possible
‣ work to apply the strategy(ies)
Purpose:
that is (are) the focus of the
‣ gives students the opportunity to improve as readers, in the
lesson
context of a socially supported activity
‣ readers practice and develop reading strategies
‣ students participate in enjoyable reading experiences and feel
successful
‣ students develop strategies needed to be successful
independent readers

Minimal Support

Teacher:
‣ provides reading

Independent Reading

Support

materials for students in a
carefully organized manner
‣ reinforces strategies for selecting ‘just right
reads’
Students:
‣ select stories and texts
‣ read to themselves or to

a partner

Purpose:
‣ time to practice

skills and strategies students
have been taught
‣ students develop fluency and comprehension
skills
‣ opportunity to choose stories and books of
personal interest, or texts previously read in
class
‣ enjoy reading!

Adapted from:
Balanced Literacy In Action – Brailsford & Coles
Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Grades 1-2 Teachers – Trehearne
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Expanded Edition - Fountas & Pinnell
Guided Reading: Good First Teaching for All Children – Fountas and Pinnell
images inspired by Comprehensive Literacy Resource - Trehearne

Teacher:
‣ encourages

selection of texts

by students
Students:
‣ problem-solve

texts as
independently as possible
‣ work to apply strategies
successfully learned
‣ read for meaning, fluency and
with comprehension

The Developmental Stages of Reading
Early
• pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours
• become familiar with words, letters & rhymes
• begin to understand concepts of print
Emergent
• know that print represents sounds & words
• know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters
• understand most concepts of print
• know how to break words into letters &/or sounds
• develop decoding & problem solving skills
• acquire a collection of high frequency words
• rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues
Fluent
• stronger decoding skills
• identify words with greater skill & ease
• apply more complex comprehension strategies
• cueing systems to support comprehension
• have a bigger bank of sight words
Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education

Reading Demands a Two-Pronged Attack

READING
Decoding

Thinking

Phonemic Awareness

Comprehension

Spelling, Vocabulary

Constructing meaning

Fluency

Metacognition

Mastering the Code

Making Meaning

*your Word Work study will help support Mastering the Code

We need to teach students that reading is thinking.
Adapted from - Reading Power - Gear

Possible Reading Goals
PRE-EMERGENT & EMERGENT READERS

engagement

fluency

using sources of information

conversation

writing about reading

comprehension

fiction

non-fiction

plot & setting

main idea

characters

details

vocabulary

vocabulary

themes & ideas

features of text

this work doesn’t just occur during Reading Workshop - it can happen during Word Work & Writing Workshop too
Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

How To Meet Reading Goals

goal
skill

skill

strategy

strategy
strategy

strategy

strategy

strategy

skill
strategy

strategy
strategy
Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Sample Plan for a Reading Goal

engagement

book
choice

focus
a perfect
reading
spot

keep your
eyes &
minding the
book

choose
similar
books

vary the
texts

stamina
set a
timed
goal
Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

purposes
for
reading

stamina
chart

choose
books for
you!

does it
engage
me?

Mentor Text Read-Aloud
Buddy Book
Walk

image from www.katemessner.com

How Do You
Read A
Story?

• think about the steps you take to read a story
✦

imagine you had to explain how to read to an alien, animal, etc.

• brainstorm a list of steps you take to read a story with your group
• write &/or draw your group’s list of steps you take to read a story

Adapted from - How to Read a Story - Liquid Literacy

How Do You Read a Story?
Write out the steps for how to read a story.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sample Plan

Goal - Reading Non-Fiction - Vocabulary

what
words do
you know
already?

word choice

work with a
partner to
predict
keywords

use the
words
you know

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo & Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

expect &
look out for
keywords

Talk the
Talk

• when you start to read about a new topic - you want to think -

What words might I run into?
• we’re going to read a book about bears

‣ We want to talk the talk of bears
‣ What are some keywords about bears that we already know?

Adapted from - Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Read-Aloud

image from Strong Nations

Talk the
Talk

• in partners/groups & with your own non-fiction books
• think about the lingo you’re going to find in your books
• talk the talk of your topic
What words might I run into?

‣ What are some keywords that we already know?
• read your book with your partner/group - notice when you read the lingo
you brainstormed!

Adapted from - Units of Study in Reading Grade 2 - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Sample Plan

Goal - Reading Fiction - Understanding Plot & Setting

lean on
the
pictures

determining
importance

title power

read the
character’s
face

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo & Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

book walk to
predict

Buddy
Book Walk

• with your partner(s), choose a book that you haven't read before
• look at the cover together and predict what the book might be about
• do a picture walk together
• draw a picture of your prediction after the picture walk
• read the book together
• how were your predictions?
Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Buddy Book Walk
Names: ______________________________________________________________________
Book Title:____________________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________________________________________________

1. Looking at the cover, we predict that the book will be about:

2. After our picture walk, we now predict that the book will be about:

3. We read the book!
4. Our predication was:

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Sample Plan

Goal - Fluency

make your
voice match
the mood

phrasing

make
the
bumpy
smooth

say goodbye to robot
reading

talk like
the
characters

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo & Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

It’s All
About
Mood

• when you read a book - even in your head - you have to think about what the
story is about & change your voice
• take turns with your elbow partner telling each other different news:

‣ tell good news
‣ tell bad news

your voice changes to match the mood

when you know what a text is about - you can show that with your voice

• read & re-read your book from the Buddy Book Walk

‣ try and make your voice match how the author wants you to read it
‣ look at clues in the story to help you
Adapted from - Units of Study in Reading - Grade 2 - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Highlights of Strategies to Support
model

prompt

provide

:how to relate to texts
& make connections

:talking to peers about
texts read

:quiet & relaxed
environment

:how to visualize text
by forming mental
images

:generating questions
about a text

:opportunities for retelling
&/or summarizing

:prediction skills
:choosing just right reads

Adapted from - POPEY Literacy Instructional Strategies

(before, during & after reading)

-in manageable chunks

:using prediction skills

:graphic organizers

:noticing:

:visual aids/key images
for vocabulary

-when they get lost in the
text
-when to stop and re-read
for clarification
-when to stop and ask
questions
-how and when they should
adjust pacing

:examples of different text
structures & genres

Integrating Word Work into
Reading Instruction

Effective Routines for Developing Word Solvers
Students should have daily experiences with:
‣

scaffolded reading and writing activities

‣

alphabet games, stories, poems and songs

‣

predictable charts

‣

sound activities - sorting, blending, substituting, matching

‣

letter and word sorts

‣

making words activities

‣

word and sentence segmenting activities

‣

syllable sorting and segmenting activities

‣

word wall activities

‣

word guessing games

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten; Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Word Work Must Be Transferred
The goal of word work instruction is to support kids’ progress
as readers and writers.
‣

instruction in Word Work matters because it enables reading & writing

‣

the pace & content of your Word Work needs to align with the work the
kids are doing as readers & writers

‣

the sequence of your high-frequency words/word wall words should align
with reading & writing instruction

‣

your activities should connect:

word work activity

finding words in books

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

finding words in their writing

How, When & Why to Use Strategies
We need to teach a variety of strategies to
aid in reading & writing
‣

kids need to be taught the most high-utility phonics & be taught how to
use what they know to be word solvers - it’s their super-power!

‣

there are systems & patterns to letters in English - we need to point out
these patterns
★ “How is this new word like the other words I know?”

‣

we need to teach & reinforce how, when & why they use their word solving
strategies
Readers need strong ear muscles to build
their word solving super-powers

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

BC's Curriculum -

Observe & Notice What Students
Know, Understand & Can Do

letter formation
concepts of print
concepts of books
phonological awareness
letter/sound knowledge
Adapted from - BC Curriculum - ELA Curriculum

word knowledge/word solving
use of high-frequency words
conventions of Canadian
spelling, grammar & punctuation

Sample Plan

Goal - Supporting Print Work

use a word
you know

decoding

group letters
that make
sounds
together

check the
beginning &
end of a
word

apply word
work to
book
reading

Adapted from - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo & Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Mentor Text Read-Aloud

image from amazon.ca

Word-Part
Power

• each partnership is going to get a magic word
•

at

at can be turned into many words & be part of many words

• listen to the poem with

at

words & help make rhyming words

• use your word-part power and make more

at words

‣ use your alphabet chart/blends chart to help, if you need

• use your rhyming words to write a poem or story
‣ use Cat in the Hat as an example, if you need
Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

My

at

Word Writing

By:_______________________

at at at
at at at
at at at

a b c d
efgh i
jk lmn

o pqr
s t u v
wx y z

The Case of
the Silent e

• look at the vowel chart
• take turns saying the long-vowel and short-vowel sounds
• listen to the poem - Animals Make Me Smile
• can you help me out and teach me everything you know about the silent e?
• listen to the poem again - help be the teacher - if I forget about silent e CLAP - to help me remember!
‣ What part should I notice in this word? How should I read it?

• reread the poem with your partners - be on the lookout for the sneaky e

From - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Highlights of Strategies to Support
model
:working & playing with
words - to discover how
words work
:use of rhymes & rhyming
words
:how authors & writers
work to spell words
:how to break compound
words into smaller words &
syllables

Adapted from - POPEY Literacy Instructional Strategies

prompt
:active use of word wall/
vocabulary charts
:using “seek the part you
know”

:students look for familiar,
smaller words
:within a larger, unfamiliar
word

:using “say it and move it”

-students slide letter
manipulatives around as they
blend letters & phonemes

:identifying & using
prefixes, roots & suffixes

provide
:opportunities to play
many language games

:manipulatives & various
materials for word study
:illustrations of words - to
learn through visual
representations

Additional Strategies to Support…

available here
www.popey.ca

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program
for the Early Years

www.popey.ca
Lisa Thomas

Sasha Žekulin
sasha@popey.ca

lisa@popey.ca

additional resources to support
today’s learning
are at the back of the eHandout

@POPEYBC

popeybc

pinterest.ca/popeybc
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Videos
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unless otherwise noted, images from:
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Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project
Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell
Reading Power - Gear
Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog
Catching Readers Before They Fall - Johnson & Keier
Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller
The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo
Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Additional Information
& Support

Reading Workshop/Reading Block Structure

HOW the classroom runs

minilesson/
focus
lesson

sharing
‣ teacher
‣ students
★ celebration

Teacher is:

• conferring with students
• teaching small groups
• providing mid-workshop small
teaching moments

Students are:

• reading privately
read to self
• reading with a partner
read to someone

independent reading time

Adapted from: Units of Study - Reading - Calkins & Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg & The Daily Five - Boushey & Moser

Strategies for Pre-Emergent and Emergent Readers

engagement
noticing details
word choice
sequencing
storytelling
understanding genre
monitoring for meaning
supporting ideas with evidence
inferring
summarizing
fluency & expression
elaborating
dramatic play
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Engagement
focus
monitoring engagement
monitoring for meaning
activating prior knowledge
stamina
book choice
questioning
visualizing
improving reading rate
recommending books

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Print Work
Constructing meaning from text - from three sources of info:
meaning, syntax, visual

integrating sources of information
one-to-one matching
decoding
partner reading
monitoring for meaning
decoding multisyllabic words
using structure as a source of information

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Reading With Fluency

automaticity
intonation
expression
phrasing
partnership (with peers)

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Fiction
Understanding Plot and Setting

determining importance
retelling
predicting
visualizing
monitoring for meaning
questioning
summarizing
synthesizing

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Fiction
Thinking About Characters

inferring
visualizing
determining importance
supporting ideas with evidence
monitoring for meaning
comparing and contrasting
determining cause and effect
interpreting
fluency

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Fiction
Understanding Themes and Ideas

inferring
synthesizing
determining importance
comparing and contrasting
interpreting

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Non-Fiction
Determining Main Topic(s) and Idea(s)

synthesizing
determining importance
summarizing
retelling
paraphrasing
questioning
visualizing
comparing and contrasting
inferring
critiquing
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Non-Fiction
Determining Key Details

activating prior knowledge
visualizing
monitoring for meaning
determining importance
summarizing
retelling
sequencing
planning
questioning
inferring
understanding cause and effect
critiquing
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Comprehension in Non-Fiction
Getting the Most from Text Features

visualizing
questioning
inferring
summarizing
synthesizing
determining importance
monitoring for meaning
making a reading plan

From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Improving Comprehension in Fiction & Non-Fiction
Understanding Vocabulary and Figurative Language

decoding
word recognition
word choice
using words in a correct context
monitoring for meaning
inferring
using references
understanding how words work
synthesizing
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Supporting Students’ Conversations
Speaking, Listening, and Deepening Comprehension

active listening
body language
balancing conversation
conversation-worthy topics
staying on topic
talk stamina
determining importance
offering new perspectives
elaborating
cooperating & collaborating
thinking flexibly
empathizing
questioning & debating
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

disagreeing respectfully

Strategies for Improving Writing About Reading
connecting ideas
visualizing
making connections
reacting
quick jotting
considering purpose for writing about reading
determining importance
comparing and contrasting
summarizing & synthesizing
inferring & interpreting
questioning & critiquing
elaborating
considering new points of view
revising ideas
supporting ideas with reasons and text evidence
From - The Reading Strategies Book - Serravallo

Components of Word Work
concepts of print
• letters
• books
• left-to-right directionality
phonological awareness
• sentence awareness
• word awareness
• syllable awareness (onset & rime)
• rhyme awareness
• phonemic awareness (sound level of words)

letter knowledge & sounds
• letters
• letter names
• letter sounds
• letter-sound correspondence
• letter formation
• upper case & lower case

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project & POPEY Language Games to Support Phonological Awareness

word knowledge/word solving
• blending
• segmenting
• word patterns
• word families
• vocabulary

high frequency words
• find & use
• read
• write
• learn

Simultaneous Sequence of Instruction
Teaching sequence that is supported by research:
phonemic awareness

alphabetic principle

to segment words into phonemes

✦learning

letter names

phonemes into word parts & words

✦learning

letter sounds

✦learning
✦blend

✦to

rhyme & play with language
concepts of print

Adapted from - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

✦learning

letter formation

high frequency/
word wall words

Effective Routines for Developing Word Solvers
Students should have daily experiences with:
‣

scaffolded reading and writing activities

‣

alphabet games, stories, poems and songs

‣

predictable charts

‣

sound activities - sorting, blending, substituting, matching

‣

letter and word sorts

‣

making words activities

‣

word and sentence segmenting activities

‣

syllable sorting and segmenting activities

‣

word wall activities

‣

word guessing games

Adapted from - Comprehensive Literacy Resource for Kindergarten; Grades 1-2 Teachers - Trehearne

Nine Word Solving Systems
Children need to develop skills in the following areas of learning:
✓ early literacy concepts

including reading from left to right and voice-to-print matching

‣

✓ letter knowledge

how letters look, distinguish them, find in continuous text, use them in words

‣

✓ phonological awareness
‣
‣

hearing sounds inside words
word, rhyme, syllable, onset & rime & sound awareness

✓ letter-sound relationships
‣
‣

connections between letters and sounds - including combinations of letters
how these relationships are used in written language

Adapted from - The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide - Fountas & Pinnell

continued…

Nine Word Solving Systems
✓ spelling patterns
‣

looking for and finding patterns in the way words are constructed

✓ high-frequency words

core of these words is valuable - to build reading & writing processing systems

‣

✓ word meaning/vocabulary
‣
‣

knowing the meaning of the words in the texts students read & write
listening, speaking, reading & writing vocabulary all needs to be expanded

✓ word structure
‣

how words are related to each other and how they can be changed

✓ word solving actions
‣
‣

all previous areas
‘in the head’ actions readers & writers use when applying word solving skills

Adapted from - The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide - Fountas & Pinnell

…continued

Word Walls Can Help Us Make Readable Stories
Teaching word families is high impact instruction

There are 37 word families that can help kids spell about 500 words
The word families help kids make C-V-C words and also teach children a
foundational spelling strategy
One known word can help you spell other unknown words - fit, kit, split
Once writers understand a word family, sometimes they can then begin to
recognize that short vowel sound in other words, too.
Writing workshop is the reason to learn about words.
In some ways, writing workshop is the game and word work time is
the practice.
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

